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It was in 1901 in Milan that Luigi Bezcera invented the espresso process of the correct temperature and pressure needed to extract aromatic oils as a result of the fragrant espresso coffee. Since then, the Bezzer family has been serving coffee lovers with their superbly designed and technologically refined espresso machines and coffee grinders. Bezzera Hobby comes with a
commercial class group and a full 58mm portafilter, 3-way salt-shaped valve, great steam power and steam wand capable of producing latte-art quality milk textured. All you need to brew cafe quality drinks at home. Guarantee: 2 years of spare parts and LaborWho provides a guarantee for this product?: iDrinkCoffee.com is an authorized service center for BezzeraVIM Right: Yes!
- This product includes our amazing very important machine service. If your product requires maintenance during the warranty period, we will pay for shipping liability to ship the product to us. We give you a prepaid label and arrange for the courier to pick up the package. Your car will be repaired by our qualified specialists and returned to you at our expense. With our VIM
program, your car also gets priority maintenance for repairs. All we ask is that you keep the original packaging material for safe transport. Click here To get full information on the vim program Depth 25 cm Height 35 cm Weight 10kg Width 22 cm Boiler Material Copper Cauldron Size 0.25L Boiler Type Single Boiler, Double Destination Color Different Cup Warm Type N /A Easy to
Change Brew Pressure N/A Group Type BZ Made in Italy Manufacturer Bezzera Material AISCI 304 Stainless Steel Maximum Height Cup N/A NSF Certification N / Number of Boilers 1 Number of Groups 1 OPV N/A PID N/A Pod and Capsules Compatibility NA Portafilter Baskets Included, Double Portafilter Size 58mm Pre-infusion N/A Programmable N/A Pump Type Vibrating
Removable Water Tank Da Solenoid Valve Yes Steam Wand Type Traditional Type controls switches Volts 110 Warming Up Time Fast Water Filter Included N / Water Source Inside Tank Water Tank Size 3L Watts 1100 Product CodeBES-HOBBY It was in 1901 in Milan that Luigi Bezcera invented the espresso process of the correct temperature and pressure required to extract
aromatic oils as a result of fragrant espresso coffee. Since then, the Bezzer family has been serving coffee lovers with their superbly designed and technologically refined espresso machines and coffee grinders. Bezzera Hobby comes with a commercial class group and a full 58mm portafilter, 3-way salt-shaped valve, great steam power and steam wand capable of producing latte-
art quality milk textured. All you need Brew cafe quality drinks at home. Data-mode-questions Home Bezzera Hobby Stainless Steel FREE BOTTOMLESS PORTAFILTER - LIMITED TIME is only in stock in the UK and ready to ship immediately. Right away. Bezzera Hobby is a fantastic entry point to the espresso house. This is a genuine espresso machine, not a device-class
product you'll find on the high street. With some practice you will make an espresso to rival any coffee shop. It has one boiler, a vibrating pump and a professional style steam stick. 250ml Boiler 58mm Commercial Portafilter 1100W Element 3-Way Solenoid Valve Large stainless steel Drip Tray Vibration pump 3 liter stainless steel water tank Organ Hand Made in Italy Width mm
220 Depth mm 250 Height mm 350 Pure weight kg 10 Gross weight kg 11 Coffee makers Will be the first to consider this product Most topical matches showing. Click Search for additional items 505.00 yuan 514.00 yuan 737.00 1 Review (s) Add your review Regular price: 814.00 euros Special price 777.00 yuan 850.00 yuan 911.00 Normal price: 979.00 euros Special price
942.00 euros Normal price: 1.00 euro 037.00 Special price 949.00 euros 961.00 Usual price: 1,112.00 Euro Special price 995.00 00 Euros 1,114.00 Euros 1 Review (s) Add your review 1,278.00 euro 1,316.00 euros 1,329.00 euros 1,554.00 euros 1 611.00 euros 1,664.00 00 Euro 1,850.00 Euro 1,868.00 2,048.00 euros not available at the moment 2550.00 euros Not available at
the moment Review: Cheap espresso machine with boiler High quality filter holder with wooden handle One chain is suitable for: It just looks good The matte black body and filter holder with a wooden handle are a successful combination. So the inexpensive entry into the world of filter holder machines is fun. Hobby - it's a compact unicycle, espresso is excellent, milk foam is not
one of its strengths. A good choice if the place in the kitchen and/or budget is limited. In everyday life: Hobby quickly reaches the temperature, a few minutes after switching it to the first espresso you can prepare, the timer is really not needed. Very good skill knows to please. Large switches switches can be struck safely even soon after getting up, a wooden sieve handle is a real
treat for the hand. The name Hobby is chosen well, you will not open a cafe with this machine, but you can celebrate with it the joy of good coffee. Details that we particularly like: price/performance nice to look like a big tank fast-heating period Bezzera New hobby compact, Italian-born espresso machine with impressive features. It has incredible steam power, sleek and compact
design and can produce exceptional espresso shots. This semi-automatic took to the espresso scene with a lot to give; Let's take a closer look at the new hobby. Featured in this post Bezzera New hobby compact semi-automatic espresso machine equipped with impressive steam power, 3-way solenoid and an impressive 3-litre water tank. The new hobby is available from
stainless steel, black or red housing and is lined up in one of the highest quality durable machines. Design and durability are two of the two things we use to distinguish true espresso machines from espresso appliances. Just shy of 25 pounds, there is quite a lot of substance to this otherwise small piece of equipment. Bezzera's new hobby comes in three colors: stainless steel,
black and red. Through the face of the machine, you have a rocker switches to a power machine, run a pump to dispense with water, cook, and switch to steam mode. Power buttons, brew and steam each have indicator lights that illuminate when they are turned on, and Bezzera's New Hobby is also equipped with a dual-purpose ready-made light that indicates when the machine
is at the proper beer or steam temperature. Learn more about Pulling Great Shots Key to creating the perfect espresso as you grind, tamp, and create a stable temperature to extract the espresso. Read more here! Read the article Creating cappuccino and latte with a new hobby Despite being new to us, variations of Bezzera Hobby have been produced for over 10 years. It was
designed to compete directly with the popular Rancilio Sylvia, and received several updates during its production. What sold us on this latest version of Bezzera Hobby was a new commercial steam stick that is the same wand used on the B'10. Now, if you're going for a latte, cappuccino, flat white or macchiato, steam energy on a new hobby is incredibly powerful for such a
compact semi-automatic. When we first got a chance to check it out, we all jumped; a couple of bursts of sticks like nothing we've seen before in a car so small. With a powerful 1100 W heating element, New Hobby is ready to pair in just 84 seconds and can steam 5oz milk to 140 Fahrenheit in just 14 seconds. Another great feature is the 3-liter tank with a visible level indicator.
With the amount of special drinks you'll be making with a new hobby, you'll appreciate it. Several color options Go with Bezzera New Hobby in Red for a true conversation piece. Another thing to appreciate is how fantastic New Hobby looks. You can go with a stainless steel case for a sleek design that will fit right in with other stainless steel appliances, or you could go with a black
design for a clean and simple look. If you want a real conversation piece, look no further than the bright red design. Whatever your preference, you can't go wrong. Prosumer Components New Hobby inherited many components from prosumer machines that Bezzera mainly produces. Reservoir is just one of several features that the new hobby shares with the more expensive
prosumer espresso machine Bezzera. The brewing group is an option of chrome brass group BH found on machines like B'10, and a new hobby is also chrome-coated brass, 58mm portafilter for espresso brewing. For easy cleaning, a 3-way solenoid valve directs from the group to a drip tray through a tube hidden behind the machine panels. The popular accessories for the
Bezzera Hobby No premium entry-level espresso machine will be complete without the hostess accessories to accompany it. Here's our hand-picked list of accessories to consider if you're considering a new hobby: This elegant 58mm fake is the perfect choice for those who own a Bezzera espresso machine. Complete your setting with a Bezzera bottomless Portafilter
emblazoned with the Bezzera logo, this unique bottomless portafilter is designed to be used with any group of BH Bezzera espresso machines. This is... Durable and practical, The Bezzera Tampera Station should have an accessory for those who own the bezzera espresso machine. The IMS Shower Screen is a simple update to improve the performance of your Bezzera Or
Rancilio Silvia Machine. To install, just remove the bolt that keeps the original screen in place, a... This portafilter basket was manufactured and designed with a barista in mind. I.M.S. has developed a basket to improve higher yields by drawing more flavors and flavors from collaboration... Final Thoughts Bezzera New Hobby gets a thumbs up from us. Not only is the semi-
automatic affordable price at $800.00, but it's also premium entry-level, convenient, giving the user a great balance of control and convenience. Features with a new hobby make brewing espresso an exciting experience and espresso and milk-based drinks that this machine can whip up even better. Better. bezzera hobby review. bezzera hobby uk. bezzera hobby vs rancilio silvia.
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